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ABSTRACT: An adaptive algorithm for fair bandwidth allocation, low latency and maximum CPU utilization is proved to be
a promising approach for designing system-on-chip for future applications. Adaptive arbitration focuses on user oriented as
well as system oriented performance therefore it is more advantageous then the other conventional arbitration algorithms for
several reasons; these include fair bandwidth allocation among different masters, simple design and low cost over head. This
article provides a comprehensive picture of research and developments in dynamic arbitration algorithm for masters according
to the different traffic behavior. The papers published in standard journals are reviewed, classified according to their
objectives and presented with a general conclusion.
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1. Introduction

In today’s world symmetric multiprocessing has become an operable option for computing in the world of embedded systems
and technology is blended with complex chips that incorporate multiple processors dedicated for specific computational needs.
In order to realize this complex multiple system-on-chip in the environment of intellectual property based methodologies, the
communication architecture plays a major role. In any system-on-chip, in order to solve the bus contention, arbitration algorithm
plays a major role. The fairness property plays a very crucial role among the various criteria of arbitration algorithms to solve the
bus contention. The performance of multiprocessors systems depends more on the efficient communication among processors
and on the balanced distribution of computation among them, rather than on pure speed of processor. Since arbiters are invoked
for every transfer on the bus, they are considered to be in the critical path of bus based communication architecture and must
be designed with a great care [1]. An efficient contention resolution scheme is required to provide fine-grained control of the
communication bandwidth allocated to individual processor and avoid starvation of low priority transactions [2].

Now a day’s advanced super IC processors combined with high speed and performance which uses more and more heterogeneous
cores have been integrated on a single chip [3]. The traditional bus based architecture cannot satisfy the communication
requirement effectively between thousands of homogenous or heterogeneous IP’s. Network-on-Chip (NOC) architecture can
overcome the demerits of traditional bus based architecture. On the other hand, there are several disadvantage of NOC. First is
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regarding its physical size as it uses most of the space on the chip. It means, it deals with a heavy design size constraint on the
nodes. The second disadvantage is its fixed framework layout of the network that means if a regular equidistant structure is
chosen, the area can be lost because of some functional units. Third disadvantage is because of its fixed grid, the communication
latency between two functional units becomes bigger due to non-linear data paths.

In symmetric multiprocessing the major architectural bottleneck is the internal bus which connects the processors and peripherals
to the memory using an arbitrary network of shared channels [4]. In most cases, the bus bandwidth becomes a dominant barrier
because of improper bandwidth allocation.  To maintain the bus bandwidth in an efficient manner, the process of memory
arbitration cannot be neglected as it is one of an essential factor for concurrent-computing. In an enhanced arbitration environment
of SoC, the communication architecture should be fair enough to offer high performance to the wide range of masters according
to their traffic behavior as the masters on a SoC bus may issue simultaneous requests. Thus, an arbiter is required to decide that
which master should be granted for the bus access. Hence an arbiter should be designed in such a way that it suits the system
by keeping high throughput and low starvation among the different masters.

2. Related Works

Many researchers focused on developing multi level arbitration scheme in order to achieve fair bandwidth allocation and to
reduce the system latency. Laxmi Bhuyan [5] showed that if the priority to less frequent requests is given, then the probability
of their acceptance is dramatically improved but at the same time there is a tremendous decrease in the bandwidth. V. Lakshmi  et
al. [6] proposed a novel arbitration scheme called time out arbitration, which ensures a degree of fairness for all the low priority
requests in a given time slot but the amount of integrated circuits used in their design makes the cost of the device prohibitive
for real time applications.

Enrico and Massimo [7] proposed a novel method of automatic synthesis of easily scalable bus arbiters with dynamic priority
assignment strategies. They emphasized more on those arbitration mechanisms which can be implemented on silicon as a digital
circuit, rather than getting concerned about how the selected arbitration policies   can affect the performance of a multiprocessor
system. The major disadvantage of common-bus multiprocessor system is the reduction of throughput caused by conflict
between processors requiring access to the shared memory [8]. Ideally, throughput should increase directly with the number of
processors but the bus contention diminishes this increase. There is a critical number above which the processors show no
improvement and this critical number depends naturally, on the extent of bus used by the processors [9].

In order to design multiprocessor system according to their bandwidth requirement Yi Xu et al. [10] proposed an arbiter called
an adaptive dynamic arbiter in which they designed a lottery bus algorithm approach where an arbiter can adjust the bandwidth
proportion assigned to every processor automatically due to the situations of bus transactions aiming to reduce total task
execution time. Compared with conventional architectures their architecture reduces the system latency but it does not allocate
fair bandwidth to the processors.

In multithreaded environment efficient bandwidth allotment plays a major role because of the performance problem which may
occur due to contention among application threads for the possession of the bus [4]. Alex Aravind [11] presented an algorithm
which is a fully distributed software solution to the arbitration problem in multiport memory systems. His algorithm is purely
based on First in First out (FIFO) and Least Recently Used (LRU) fairness criteria but the algorithm does not deal with fair
bandwidth allotment to the different masters which may become a barrier to get a better performance.

Chien-Hua et al. [12] designed a real time and bandwidth guaranteed arbitration algorithm for system-on-chip bus communication
in which RT_Lottery algorithm has been used to meet both hard real time and bandwidth requirements but in terms of fair
bandwidth allocation it cannot compete with adaptive arbiter. Haishan Li et al. [13] proposed an algorithm called adaptive
arbitration algorithm in which an arbiter can adjust priority automatically to provide the best bandwidth for different master
according to their real time bus bandwidth needs. They showed that, it is possible to allocate fair bandwidth to a given set of
processors with a very high degree of fairness.

An arbiter with fair bandwidth allocation and low latency seems to be of interest with many applications like real time computing
system with critical requirements. Therefore, an attempt has been made to reduce the latency and to ensure high degree of
fairness in terms of bandwidth among the processors designed according to their traffic behavior for real time computing
system.
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3. Classification of Masters on the Basis of Traffic Behavior

Chien-Hua et al. [12] designed a real time and bandwidth guaranteed arbitration algorithm for system-on-chip bus communication
in which RT_Lottery algorithm has been used to meet both hard real time and bandwidth requirements. In their work following
masters (processors) has been classified according to their traffic behaviors:

3.1 D_Type (D for Dependent)
D Type masters have no real time requirements and the next request is issued at the time depending on the finish time of the
current request. In this case the interval time between two successive requests is the time from the issued time of the former to
the finish time of the latter. Figure 1 shows an example. A 4 beat burst is generated by the traffic generator at cycle 2. The request
is not granted until cycle 5 is finished at cycle 9. Suppose if the interval time is 10, then the next request will be issued only at
cycle 19.

3.2 D_R Type (D for Dependent, R for Real-time)
This is same as D Type master; the only difference is that they have extra real time requirements. Figure 2 shows an example.
Rcycle is the real time requirement of the master which is set to 10 cycles. It is shown in the figure that the request issued at cycle
2 has to be finished before cycle 12 represented by dotted lines. A real time violation occurs if the request is not completed
before cycle 12.

3.3 ND_R Type (ND for Not Dependent, R for Real-time)
The issued time of a request from a ND_R Type of master is independent of the finish time of its previous request, and the
interval time is the clock cycles between two successive requests. In figure 3, time interval assumed is 15. At cycle 17 second
request is issued which directly depends on cycle 2 of the first request but not its finish time at cycle 9. In this case Rcycle is
supposed to be smaller than the minimum possible interval time because the current request must be finished before the next
request. It means that it is possible for the designers to assign tight real time requirements.

Request Grant Finish Request

2            5          9 19 Cycle

Request Grant Finish Request

2             5            9      12                       17

Request Grant Finish Request

2             5            9      12                       17

Figure 1. D Type Master                                                                   Figure 2. D_R Type Master

 Figure 3. ND_R Type Master

Chien-Hua et al. [12] conducted an experiment where masters designed according to their traffic behavior are put on a bus. For
each type, design of a heavy traffic master and a light traffic master has been made.  Here, both M1 and M2 are Dependent (D)
type masters, M3 is a D_R type master, M4, M5 are ND_R type master and over here the requests issued by M1 have larger beat
numbers and shorter average interval than those issued by M2. It is clear that M1 generate a heavier traffic load to the bus than
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M2. From table1 it is observed that the maximum bandwidth of each master is very different from each other because there are
masters with heavy and light-traffic loads. The evaluated maximum bandwidth and the required bandwidth for each master are
shown in the following table.

                                                            M1                M2             M3             M4                 M5
Maximum Bandwidth (%)                63                  18               63               19                   17
Required Bandwidth (%)                 20                   5                40               10                   17

 Table 1. Bandwidth Evaluation (Ref. Chien-Hua et al.)

It is observed that the total required bandwidth uses 94% of the total bandwidth.

4. Adaptive Arbitration Algorithm

Haishan Li et al. [13] proposed a novel arbitration algorithm which is known as Adaptive Arbitration (AA) algorithm. This
algorithm is a dynamic priority algorithm. An arbiter adapting to this algorithm can adjust priority automatically to provide the
best bandwidth allocation for different masters according to their real time bandwidth requirements. The experimental result
shows that this novel algorithm meets both priority and equity in solving the bus bandwidth allocation. In a bus system the
arbiter records the number of time each master has requested for the bus and the total time that all master have requested for the
bus access. Using these two values the arbiter can calculate the bus access probability of the corresponding master by the
division operation method. The priority weight of the master is decided by its probability of getting the bus access.  A master
who has the bigger weight owns the higher priority. It is unnecessary for an arbiter to recalculate all the probabilities and
weights and to reorder the priority of masters when a new bus access request appears. The solution to this problem is to reduce
the frequency of weight calculation and priority reordering [13].  The frequency here is defined as the adaptive cycle.  The arbiter
recalculates the weight and reorders the priority of the entire master when their total bus request arrives at the adaptive cycle.
In adaptive arbiter with a two-level priority, the first level adopts adaptive arbitration algorithm and in the second level in order
eliminate the starvation among all the masters, the static fixed priority algorithm has been adopted. The hardware in adaptive
arbiter includes a public counter to record the total number of bus access requests. The value of public counter gets cleared all
the time whenever it reaches the adaptive cycle. To record the number of bus access from each master there is a private counter
dedicated to each master. Apart from all these there is a weight register and a left weight register which is assigned a weight value
and is used to decide the priority of the corresponding master in the upcoming adaptive cycle. The higher priority is given to the
master who has got a bigger weight. The left weight register records whether the weight of the master has been used in the
adaptive cycle or not. If the value of the left weight register becomes zero then the master is put into the second level priority
queue. At the end of every adaptive cycle all the registers are assigned new values.

5. Proposed Combination of Masters According to Their Traffic Behavior with Adaptive

5.1 Adaptive Arbiter
It is very important for shared system-on-chip bus system to be designed in such a way that it meets both hard real time and
bandwidth requirement. The difficulty to meet both real-time and bandwidth requirements generally depends on the total
required bandwidth in a system [12]. In an unbalanced workload environment, different process requires different bandwidth.
Due to the unbalanced bus requirements, the improvement due to parallelization of the code is not as high as compared to the
sequential execution [14].

From section 3 it is clear that masters designed according to their traffic behavior uses 94% of the total bus bandwidth. Adaptive
Arbiter (AA) used by Haishan Li et al. [13] is better than the conventional arbiters in terms of fair bandwidth allotment and
latency. Since arbiter is an important functional module in multiprocessor, therefore it should be carefully designed in high
performance systems [15]. In order to optimize the performance of the bus, the time required to handle the request should be
minimized [16].   Adaptive arbiter can provide the best bus bandwidth allocation as it distributes different bus bandwidth
according to the real-time needs of different masters. If masters designed according to their traffic behavior are put on to the
adaptive arbiter architecture then not only bus bandwidth will be saved by 6% for the critical requirements but also it will help
to get best possible bandwidth allocation for any real time system by utilizing the CPU cores to its maximum. In the following
table the masters classified according to their traffic behavior are deployed to the adaptive arbitration architecture and a
comparative analysis has been done in terms of fair bandwidth allotment.
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Masters(processors)                       Type                        Fair Bandwidth allotted using AA
               M1                                          D                                                     27.3%
               M2                                       D_R                                                    26.5%
               M3                                      ND_R                                                  24.1%
               M4                                      ND_R                                                  22.1%

Table 2. Comparative Analysis (Ref. Haishan Li et al. and Chien-Hua et al.)

In the above table all masters requests for 25% of bus bandwidth where M1 is a heavy traffic master and generates a heavier
traffic load to the bus. In the following figure architecture of the proposed system is shown.

Figure 4. Prototype of the proposed Architecture
6. Results and Discussion

Now days by using the most cost effective means, the designers are trying to get the most out of their designs. In order to
analyze the impact of multi-threading on masters according to their traffic behavior using adaptive architecture, we have
conducted an experiment using SystemC whose libraries were ported in an integrated development environment composed of
suitable profiler tools to measure the CPU usage.

In our case we used visual studio 2010 (EE) to implement SystemC using AMD Athlon ™ II X2 260 processor with 1 MB
dedicated L2 cache. Graph in figure 5 shows an average CPU utilization for the threads running for the multiple modules of
STREAM [21] without using adaptive arbitration algorithm in a standalone mode.

In our first case the race conditions occur because the programmer does not anticipates the fact that a thread can be preempted
at any awkward position. This might allow another thread to read the block of code first. However the use of threads requires
some precaution in communication libraries in order to avoid the race condition when the threads access the library concurrently
[22]. This type of process does not utilize the CPU cores to the maximum and as the number of threads increases the bandwidth
becomes the major barrier for the performance.   Processor architects have to trade off the speed versus a lot of the features it
may offer. In order to maximize the instruction per clock cycle, the instruction, operands and destination must be accessible at
the same time rather than sequentially. As the CPU are getting faster much more quickly, so the speed of the systems main
memory may also become a limiting factor in terms of throughput after a certain threshold point.
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Graph in figure 6 shows an average CPU utilization for the threads running for the multiple modules of STREAM using the
proposed arbitration algorithm. Thread safety is one of the major criteria of multi-threading support. This means that communication
in a multi-threaded application can be performed in multiple threads. Appropriate techniques should be used to utilize the
multiple cores in order to make non-blocking communication primitives to progress in the background [22]. Various thread-
scheduling policies try to achieve optimal utilization of the CPU as well as the bus bandwidth during each quantum [4]. Three
major benchmarks have to be dealt over here simultaneously which consists of CPU utilization, bus bandwidth consumption
and system latency. If we compare figure 6 with figure 5, it can be seen that, not only the CPU usage is utilized to its maximum
using optimal bandwidth utilization as the threads are running in a preemptive environment but it also shows a decrement in the
system latency. Graph in figure 7 shows the fair bandwidth allotment for the masters requiring the same bandwidth using the
proposed intelligent adaptive arbitration method where the fluctuation rate recorded is just 1.7159%.
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Figure 5. Threads running in a non-preemptive environment

Figure 6. Threads running in a preemptive environment

It is observed from the table II that in terms of fair bandwidth allotment for the processors according to their traffic behavior the
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adaptive arbiter comes out to be superior if compared with other conventional arbiters. In a multi-microprocessor bus it was
found that the point of saturation reached when five processors issued low level requests for the contention of the bus [23].
Haishan Li et al. [13] presented an experimental study by taking two separate cases into consideration. The set of masters taken
are M1, M2, M3 and M4. In their first case all the masters require the same amount of bus bandwidth. In figure 8 the graph shows
the fluctuation in the bus bandwidth for the different arbitration algorithms when all the four masters requests for same amount
of bus bandwidth. It is observed from the graph that in case of adaptive arbitration algorithm the difference between the
requested bandwidth and the allotted bandwidth is ± 2% where as in the case of static fixed priority algorithm its ± 8%, in case
of intelligent adaptive arbitration its ± 1.71%  and the minimum is in the case of round robin algorithm that is ± 0.15%.In the
second case of Haishan Li et al. [13] all the four masters require different bandwidth and the proportion are 40%, 30%, 20% and
10% separately. In figure 9 the graph shows the fluctuation in the bus bandwidth for the different arbitration algorithms when all
the four masters requests for variable bus bandwidth. It is observed from the graph that in case of adaptive arbitration algorithm
the difference between the requested bandwidth and the allotted bandwidth is ± 3.5% where as in the case of round robin
algorithm its ± 4.75%, in case of intelligent adaptive arbitration its  ± 3.4% and the minimum is in the case of static fixed priority
algorithm that is ± 2.15%.

Figure 7. Comparison between conventional arbiter and intelligent adaptive arbiter

Figure 8. Fluctuation in the bus bandwidth (Case I)

From these three graphs it can be concluded that the static fixed priority algorithm or the round robin algorithm can provide the
best bandwidth allocation in one case but the worst bandwidth allocation in the other case. If compared with static fixed priority
algorithm and round robin algorithm, the proposed algorithm holds relatively good in all the cases.

Yi-Xu et al. [10] also conducted an experiment to evaluate the bus bandwidth utilization using lottery bus algorithm for four
masters where each master requires similar amount of bus bandwidth. The following graph shows the fluctuation in the bus
bandwidth for the adaptive arbitration algorithm and the lottery bus algorithm when all the four masters requests for similar bus
bandwidth.
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Figure 9. Fluctuation in the bus bandwidth (Case II)

Figure 10.  Fluctuation in the bus bandwidth (Case III)

It is observed from the above graph that in terms of variable bandwidth requirement, intelligent adaptive arbitration algorithm
still holds better if compared with lottery bus algorithm by a margin of ± 0.30%.It is observed from the table II that in terms of fair
bandwidth allotment for the processors according to their traffic behavior the proposed arbiter comes out to be superior if
compared with other conventional arbiters. In a multi-microprocessor bus it was found that the point of saturation reached when
five processors issued low level requests for the contention of the bus [18]. The following graph shows the comparison between
the conventional arbiter and the proposed arbiter in terms of their bus bandwidth consumption.

Figure 11. Comparison between Conventional and Proposed Arbiter
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If compared with other conventional arbiter, the proposed arbiter reduces the consumption of bus bandwidth by 6% [23].
During the process of adaptive arbitration if the time slot of any upcoming master is not to be utilized then immediately the
second level of the arbiter comes into an action. If hardware overhead would not have been the major factor then the overall
performance of the system could have been enhanced up to a large margin just by increasing the levels of arbitration and
splitting the bus into multiple layers. After analyzing the above graphs it can be said that the proposed arbiter can solve the
problem of maximum CPU utilization, fair bandwidth allotment and system latency for a real time computing system in a very
efficient manner and with a very simple design if compared with conventional arbiters [24],[25].

7. Conclusion

An attempt on reducing the system latency and achieving a fair bandwidth allocation by utilizing the CPU cores to its maximum
is being made. More investigation has to be done on reducing the system latency up to a large margin. The proposed arbiter
architecture is purely a system level architecture and can be implanted on any real time systems such as biomedical devices
which need a guaranteed fair bandwidth with negligible amount of latency. In a nutshell this arbitration technique helps in
achieving a fair bandwidth allocation for the critical requirements by utilizing the CPU cores to its maximum and it also reduces
the system latency up to an adequate margin. This article provides a comprehensive picture of the global scenario of an arbiter
for real time computing system so as to enable researchers to decide the direction of further investigation.
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